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Fight Conference Fatigue with Fitness Breaks
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more fatigued once the caffeine and sugar high wear off, Dr. Kim warns. “Coffee-break induced fatigu
learning. Light exercise, on the other hand, increases blood flow to the muscles and pumps oxygen to
awake and alert for extended periods of time.”
She advocates offering fitness breaks (delivered in-person or by video) during the conference day to
alert.

“While initially met with intrigue and surprise, they are very well-received, particularly when they are
done in business attire at participants’ seats during conference sessions,” Dr. Kim says.

Fitness breaks can be integrated easily into event agendas as energy boosters when energy levels ar
afternoon), time fillers to fill unplanned program gaps (such as when a session starts late or ends ea
build camaraderie.

These breaks are usually well-received. “A room full of people talking, laughing, smiling and stretchin
end of each break is a typical response,” she notes.
Dr. Kim offers these tips for adding fitness breaks to your meeting agenda:

Introduce exercising with enthusiasm
right frame of mind to exercise. The energy shown by the moderator will motivate attendees to stand
leaving the room. Moderators should be briefed in advance about how to introduce the fitness breaks

Become a conference “coach” — Every successful program has a coach whose job it is to support,
Conference coaches can be moderators, session chairs, conference planners, volunteers, students or
presence in the main room where the fitness breaks are done or in each of the concurrent session ro
stretch and exercise with event participants and cheer them along.

Schedule breaks at the right times — The best times to schedule fitness breaks include:
Mid-morning and mid-afternoon. This is when people become naturally sleepy. For many,
Before or after the keynote, plenaries and in large rooms. When all participants
Before sessions. Have attendees stretch at their seats while they wait for a
Mid-session. A spontaneous energy booster surprises participants when their energy and
Fitness breaks are less effective early in the morning or at the end of the
Fitness energy boosters can be easily included as part of a refreshment break, but
room. When held during refreshment breaks, your attendees are more interested in checking their
grabbing a coffee or networking.
Dr. Kim adds that fitness breaks are becoming increasingly popular in conference or trade show welln
where participants practice mindfulness and yoga. She offers a wellness lounge at PCMA Convening L
other popular meeting planner events as well as industry conferences and tradeshows (health/medica

“Meeting planners are in the business of creating memorable events,” Dr. Kim declares. “If you want
engaged throughout the conference, try getting them out of their seats periodically to re-charge thei

Her company, Exercise Bytes, is a multi-media wellness company that licenses video-delivered fitnes
conferences. Videos can be custom-branded and included as part of a turnkey conference wellness pr
kim@x-bytes.com and 855-8xbytes.

Al Rickard, CAE, is president of Association Vision, a communications company, and serves as the Co
communications.
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